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MISSOULA--

American Indian students at the University of Montana have been invited to participate in a four-day Convocation at Princeton University March 23-26.

Formally entitled "Convocation of Indian Scholars at Princeton University," the students and Indian scholars will assemble for an assessment of common leadership goals and challenges.

The program will deal with a wide range of topics concerning the American Indian today--from preservation of his rich cultural heritage to the 1968 Civil Rights Act.

The meetings will consist of a series of 15 panels with discussions covering many aspects of American Indian life, with Indian authorities from disciplines such as science, anthropology, law, health and medicine.

Students interested in attending the Convocation may inquire about applications to the American Indian Historical Society, 1451 Masonic Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. 97117.

Students will be housed in Princeton dormitories during the convocation and all expenses will be underwritten by the Ford Foundation.
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